
 
What is two and thirty four hundredths when written
as a decimal

2 34
Roughly how much is 200mL
A a thimbleful B a spoonful C a cupful
D a saucepanFal E a bucketful
A cupful
A wall clock with hour marks but no numbers
shows the time as half past ten If the clock is
seen reflected in a vertical mirror what time would it
appear to show

Half past one

re



What is the remainder when 7000 010 is divided
by 7
We have 7 Ooo 010 7 1 000 000 t 7 t 3
So the remainder is 3

For 2 a stamp machine gives a mixture of Lop
and 26ps stamps worth a total of 2.02 How many
20ps stamps are included

Let m be the number of 20p stamps and n

be the number of 26ps stamps
We have

202 20M t 26N

lol Ion t 13h

List the multiples of 13 below 101

O 13 26 39 52 65 78 91
To satisfy the equation above the multiple of 13
must end in l So the only option is 91 13 7
in which case 10M 10 m 1

What is the value of 19 99 19 99

We have
19 99 19 100 19

1900 19

1881

and 19 99 118

So 19 99 t 19 99 118 t 1881 1999



Mary has three brothers and four sisters If they and
Mary all buy each other an Easter egg how many eggs
will be bought
There are 8 siblings in total
Each buys 7 eggs one for each of the others so the
total number of eggs is 7 8 56
I owe fifty five people 55 each In my piggybank I
have fifty 50 notes and five 5 notes Is this enough to
pay all my debts
Total debt 55 55 3025
Total in piggy bank 50 50 t 5 5 2500 t 25 2525
No far too little
A double decker sandwich has three slices of bread and
two layers of filling Each slice of bread has to be buttered
on each side that is in contact with the Filling I make

as many of these sandwiches as possible from a sliced

loaf which has 22 usable slices How many sides of bread
do I have to butter
Each sandwich takes 3 slices so I make a total of
7 sandwiches There are 7 middle pieces of bread
which are buttered on both sides 14 sides total and

14 pieces of bread which are buttered on a single side

another 14 sides
So the total number of sides to be buttered is

14 t 14 28

On a journey a certain weight of luggage is



carried free but there is a charge of 10 per
kilogram for any additional luggage which is above this

weight John's luggage which weighs a total of 50kg
is overweight and he is charged 150 If Betty's
luggage weighs a total of 30kg what will she have
to pay
John has 1 IS leg of luggage above the limit

So the amount of luggage which is carried for free

is so IS 35kg Hence Betty pays 0

What is the sum of all the prime numbers which
are less than 25
2 31 5 7 t Il t 13 t 17 t 19 t 23
21 51 23 t 3 17 71 13 t 111 19

30 20 t 20 t 30

100

How many different routes are there from S to T

which do not go through either of the points U and
U more than once

There are 3 ways to get from S to U 2 ways to

get from u to V and 3 ways to get from V to

T So the total number of paths is 3 2 3 18



In the diagram LRPM 200 and LQMP 70
what is LPRS

By supplementary angles LPMR 180 70 1100

By angle sum of a triangle LPRM 180 Zo 110
500

By supplementary angles LPRS 180 so 1300
A bottle contains 750mL of mineral water Rachel
drinks solo more than Ross and they finish the bottle
between them How much does Rachel drink
Suppose Ross drinks x mL Then Rachel drinks 1.5 xml
and we have

k t l S x 750

2 S x 7 SO

x 300mL

So Rachel drinks 450mL
A sheet of graph paper is placed with its x axis



pointing due east and its y axis pointing due north
A snail starts at o.o slides 1 unit north 2 units

east 3 units south 4 units west 5 units north 6

units east 7 units south 8 units west 9 units north
and lastly 10 units east At which point does the
snail Finally arrive

Movement Resultingposition
Start 0,01
I north 0,1
2 east 2,1
3 south 2 2
4 west f 2 2
5 north 2,3
6 east 4,3
7 south 4 4
8 west l 4 4

9 north 4,5
beast 6,5

I have some strange dice the faces show the

numbers 1 to 6 as usual except that the odd numbers
are negative If I throw two such dice which total

cannot be achieved
A 3 B 4 C 5 D 7 E 8
We have

3 4 I
4 2 2
5 6 I
8 61 2



but 7 cannot be achieved since we can only obtain an

odd total by subtracting From a higher even number

The 8 digit number 1234 678 is a multiple of 11
Which digit is represented by
If a number is divisible by 11 then the alternating sum
of its digits is a multiple of 11
Here that sun is

1 21 3 4 t 6 t 7 8 9

So 9
Using all the digits from 1 to 9 inclusive Jack
wrote down a Fraction which had four digits in the
numerator and five digits in the denominator He then
noticed that the Fraction simplified to give exactly one
half Which of the following could have been the
numerator of Jack's fraction
A 5314 B 6729 C 7341 D 7629 E 8359

A we have 5314 2 10628 but 0 isn't an option
B we have 6729 2 13458 which is possible
We have 7341 2 14682 which is impossible as it

repeats the 1
D We have 7629 2 IS 258 which is impossible as it

repeats the 2
E we have 8359 2 16718 which is impossible as it

repeats the 8

So the answer is 6729



Granny says I am 84 years old not counting my
Sundays How old is she really
Suppose her real age is n years
Then

Ey n 84

n 98
Boris Spike and Percival are going to race up the

99 steps that lead from the beach to the car park
at the top of the cliff Boris can run up Five steps
in the same time as Spike can run up Four steps
which is the same time as Percival can run up three
steps It is agreed that Boris starts from the bottom

Spike starts 21 steps up and Percival starts 38 steps
up If they all start at the same time in what order

will they reach the top
Boris needs to run 99 steps Spike needs to run

99 21 78 steps and Percival needs to run 99 38 61

steps

In the time it takes Percival to run 60 20 3 steps
Spike has run 80 20 4 and Boris has run 100 20 5

So Percival Finishes last

When Spike has run 76 4 19 steps Boris has

run 95 5 19
Suppose that it takes n seconds for Spike to run

4 steps and Boris to run s



Then in seconds Spike has run 2 steps and
Finished the race while Boris has run 2.5 steps

and not finished yet

so their Finishing order is

Spike Boris Percival

The 2 digit by 2 digit multiplication shown has some

gaps which digit must go in position

4

x

8
8 O

4
4

Note that the two digits in the
X green locations must be equal

8 The sum in the tens column 8
8 0 plus the orange digit must end in

4 4 so the only option For the
orange digit is a 6 since

4 8 6 14

X The pink digit must be a 1 since

8 that is the only possible carry from

8 G O the hundreds column

From the purple row we have1 4



digit x 4 I 86

The only option is 2 43 86

4 3
2x

8

86014


